An approach to EEG-based emotion recognition using combined feature extraction method.
EEG signal has been widely used in emotion recognition. However, too many channels and extracted features are used in the current EEG-based emotion recognition methods, which lead to the complexity of these methods This paper studies on feature extraction on EEG-based emotion recognition model to overcome those disadvantages, and proposes an emotion recognition method based on empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and sample entropy. The proposed method first employs EMD strategy to decompose EEG signals only containing two channels into a series of intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). The first 4 IMFs are selected to calculate corresponding sample entropies and then to form feature vectors. These vectors are fed into support vector machine classifier for training and testing. The average accuracy of the proposed method is 94.98% for binary-class tasks and the best accuracy achieves 93.20% for the multi-class task on DEAP database, respectively. The results indicate that the proposed method is more suitable for emotion recognition than several methods of comparison.